Graphical linear algebra is a diagrammatic language allowing to reason compositionally about different types of linear computing devices. In this paper, we extend this formalism with a connector for affine behaviour. The extension, which we call graphical affine algebra, is simple but remarkably powerful: it can model systems with richer patterns of behaviour such as mutual exclusion-with modules over the natural numbers as semantic domain-or non-passive electrical components-when considering modules over a certain field. Our main technical contribution is a complete axiomatisation for graphical affine algebra over these two interpretations. We also show, as case studies, how graphical affine algebra captures electrical circuits and the calculus of stateless connectors-a coordination language for distributed systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Concurrent programming can be seen as the marriage of parallelism with synchronisation mechanisms. One of the earliest and most influential synchronisation mechanism is mutual exclusion [1] , with the same underlying idea present in modern concurrent programming through hardware-assisted atomic constructs such as compare-and-set (CAS). Any theory that takes up Abramsky's challenge [2] to identify the fundamental structures of concurrency ought to be expressive enough to account for such fundamental synchronisation patterns. The remit of this paper is the development of a principled, compositional account of these fundamental structures of concurrency by characterising the underlying mathematical concept-affine relations-and exploring (somewhat unexpectedly!) related applications, notably non-passive electrical circuits.
A. Graphical Linear Algebra (GLA)
GLA [3] , [4] is a diagrammatic language used to reason compositionally about different types of linear computing devices. String diagrams of GLA are recursively defined by sequential and parallel composition of the following basic operations, parametrised by some semiring R.
Here is addition, the constant zero, k is multiplication by k, copy, discard, while and are the same operations right-to-left. This semantics is formalised via a recursively defined mapping of diagrams to relations over R-vectors: thus right-to-left operations are simply denoted by the opposite relations of their left-to-right cousins.
GLA has some claims of being fundamental. For R = Z/2, it is the syntax of the phase-free ZX-calculus [5] , a simple algebra for pure state qubit computation [6] . For R the field R(x) of polynomial fractions it provides a compositional account of signal flow graphs [10] - [12] and has been used to model linear dynamical systems [7] - [9] . More recently in [13] we showed that, by letting R be the semiring N of natural numbers, GLA gives a compositional account of the behaviours of Petri nets. Indeed, the lack of additive inverses in N is well-suited to situations-as in classic Petri nets-where it is unreasonable to consider "negative resources".
Thus in different computational interpretations-from quantum and control-theoretic to concurrent-the set (1) of syntactic primitives and the specification of their relational behaviour remains the same. What changes is the denotational domain, that is, the kinds of relations that are characterised. GLA over a field (e.g. Z/2, R or R(x)), equipped with the equations of interacting Hopf algebras, axiomatises linear relations (relations that are linear subspaces) [3] , [4] . GLA over N, equipped with the equations of the algebra of resources, axiomatises additive relations (relations that are N-semimodules, containing the zero vector and closed under addition) [13] .
B. Missing Expressivity: Affine Relations
Within the concurrent interpretation, mere additive relations are not quite powerful enough to capture essential behaviour patterns such as mutual exclusion. Indeed, consider the following idealised mutual exclusion connector, as considered in the calculus of stateless connectors [14] .
(2)
The legal behaviours, as an N-relation, is the finite set {((( 0 0 ), 0), (( 1 0 ), 1), (( 0 1 ), 1)} indicating that only one of the two inputs can synchronise with the output at any one time. The relation is not additive: e.g. (( 1 0 ), 1) + (( 0 1 ), 1) = (( 1 1 ), 2) is not included. We shall see, however, that it is an N-affine relation. Moving from additive to affine relations expands the relational universe. For example, the empty relation ∅ is affine, but not additive.
The concept of affinity is of course better known over fields (e.g. R) and is a mathematical playground of affine and convex geometry. It turns out that moving to affine relations is fruitful also in this context, e.g. in modelling electrical circuits. GLA has already been used to define a compositional semantics for passive linear circuits [15] , that is, electrical circuits built exclusively from resistors, inductors and capacitors. The advantage of this approach is that it provides a rigorous 978-1-7281-3608-0/19/$31.00 c 2019 IEEE setting in which to perform open network analysis purely diagrammatically.
Non-passive components, however, e.g. voltage and current sources are not linear but affine. For example, a k volt source constrains the voltage (φ 1 , φ 2 ) and current (i) pairs to be the following relation:
Our motivating questions for the results presented in this paper are, therefore, (i) can the syntax of GLA be extended in a simple and principled fashion to capture R-affine and Naffine relations? And, if so, (ii) can we give an equational characterisation of denotational equality, arriving at a sound and complete calculus for affine relations?
C. Extending GLA: Graphical Affine Algebra
The answer to the first question is positive, and surprisingly simple. The syntax of Graphical Affine Algebra (GAA) extends (1) with just one additional connector expressing the 'constant 1' behaviour. In other words, can be regarded as a circuit component that emits a constant unit signal on its right interface: the intended relation is {(•, 1)}. We will now sketch how this language extension allows us to capture the aforementioned examples.
Let us first consider N-relations. Using , we define :
The result is a wire that can only carry 0 or 1 (i.e., any natural number ≤ 1). Given this, the mutual exclusion connector (2) is simply the composition of with . Let us now switch to R-relations. It is not difficult to see that the relation (3) is expressed by the following GAA diagram:
Indeed, as we shall see, adding the generator is sufficient for expressing both N-and R-affine relations-in fact, affine relations over any field K.
As a final example, let us consider how to express the empty relation ∅-which is both N-and R-affine-using our syntax.
(6)
Here the new generator is composed with . Operationally, this amounts to asserting "1 = 0"; in terms of the relational interpretation, the result is the composition of {(•, 1)} with {(0, •)}, which gives the empty relation.
D. Equational Characterisations
The answer to the second question is also positive. As our main technical contribution, we provide two sound and fully complete axiomatisations for GAA over affine relations, for the two semirings that are of interest in our applications: the case R = N, and the case in which R is a field K.
The equational theories are simple, with only a few additional equations that govern the interaction of with the remaining GLA primitives. A particularly interesting equation is shared by the two theories and concerns the properties of the empty relation (6) . Recall that the composition of any relation with the empty relation, as well as the cartesian product of any relation with the empty relation, results in the empty relation. Equationally, thus behaves analogously to logical false; in particular, we ought to be able to prove that
for any diagrams c and d. We show that this can be accomplished with a single equation that "disconnects" a wire.
A similar axiom has been used for the ZX-calculus to capture the behaviour of the scalar zero [16] .
E. Outline
In Section II we introduce the syntax ACirc R of circuit diagrams-the basic language that we will use throughout the paper-with its semantics, in terms of relations of Rvectors. In Section III we restrict our focus to two domains of interpretation: the prop AffRel K of affine relations over a field K and AffRel N of affine relations over the natural numbers. In Section IV we introduce two corresponding equational theories AIH K and ARC, and prove that they are fully complete for their intended semantics. The syntax, semantics, and equational theories involved are summarised in Fig. 1 . The next two sections are devoted to case studies that showcase the expressivity of our calculus. The first, in Section V, uses GAA over N to capture the calculus of stateless connectors, a coordination language for distributed systems [14] closely related to Reo [17] and BIP [18] . The second case study, in Section VI, uses GAA over R(x) to model the behaviour of electrical circuits, including not only passive components as [15] , but also current and voltage sources. We prove by diagrammatic reasoning classic results about compositions of these components, and show how GAA allows us to detect undefined behaviour.
II. THE LANGUAGE OF CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS A. Syntax and Semantics
We start with a simple language of circuit diagrams, given by the grammar below. Values k in k range over elements of a given semiring R.
[3], [7] , [19] [ Fig. 1 . Overview on GLA and GAA, in the notation of this paper.
We write ACirc R for the full language and Circ R for the fragment without (A stands for 'affine'). As mentioned in Section I, for different Rs, Circ R is able to model linear dynamical systems [7] , [20] , phase-free quantum processes [5] , Petri nets [13] , and more. The focus of this paper is exploring the expressivity and the equational theories supported by the extended language ACirc R .
Symbols of ACirc R are rendered pictorially, as we will treat them formally as string diagrams [21] in due course (Section II-B). This also explains the use of two binary operations, sequential (c ; d) and parallel (c ⊕ d) composition: they are those of monoidal categories.
The diagrammatic syntax is variable-free, but requires a simple sorting discipline. A sort is a pair (k, l), with k, l ∈ N; intuitively, k and l are the number of dangling wires on each side of a ACirc R -diagram. We shall only consider terms that are sortable, according to the following rules. An easy induction confirms uniqueness of sorting: if c : (k, l) and c : (k , l ), then k = k and l = l . The semantics · R of ACirc R is defined inductively by the clauses in Fig. 2 , where we write • for the unique R-vector of length zero.
Intuitively, duplicates, discards and sums values, whereas produces zero values, produces one value, and k multiplies by k a given value. The mirror images , have behaviour defined symmetrically with respect to and . Finally, behaviours combine sequentially, where values synchronise along the common boundary of diagrams, or in parallel, where values are simply stacked. Note that · R is defined in terms of relations rather than functions; thus it is neutral with respect to flow directionality. For further discussion on this point, see [8] .
B. From Terms to String Diagrams
Our goal is to characterise semantic equivalence in ACirc R equationally, for different choices of R. In each case, these equations contain the laws of symmetric monoidal categories (SMCs). Thus it makes sense to move from raw terms, as in (7) , to string diagrams: this is the remit of the subsection.
First, we enhance our graphical notation by depicting
and c⊕d as
where the labelled wire k stands for a stack of k wires. We often omit wire labels when it does not lead to confusion.
The laws of SMCs are given in Fig. 3 in the graphical notation. They yield a structural equivalence on ACirc R -terms, which is preserved by the semantics. More precisely, writing ≡ for the smallest congruence over ACirc R -terms generated by the equations in Fig. 3 , we have that c ≡ d implies
Because of this observation, henceforth we shall consider the terms of ACirc R as arrows of an SMC, which by a mild abuse of notation we will also denote ACirc R . In fact, ACirc R is a specific kind of SMC, known as a prop.
Definition 1.
A prop is a symmetric strict monoidal category with objects the natural numbers, with k ⊕ l defined by the addition k + l. A prop morphism F : C → D is a symmetric monoidal functor from C to D that is identity on objects.
ACirc R is defined as a prop with arrows k → l sorted terms c : (k, l) of the corresponding syntax modulo ≡, with sequential composition c ; d, monoidal product c ⊕ d, and symmetries defined by the corresponding operations in (7) (see [20, Definition 2.3] for the details of the free construction of a prop from a syntax).
For uniformity, we shall also consider the semantic domains of our calculus as props, based on the definition below.
Given R : k 1 → l 1 and S : k 2 → l 2 their monoidal product is obtained by taking their cartesian product, i.e. R ⊕ S :
Identities and symmetries are defined in the obvious way.
Now the definition of semantics in Fig. 2 yields a morphism of props − R : ACirc R → Rel R . Functoriality here means that the interpretation is compositional with respect to the operations ; and ⊕. 
C. Compact closed structure
String diagrams , called cup and , cap, play a special role. Their behaviour, according to the semantics · R , intuitively forces the two ports on the left (respectively right) to carry the same resources, thus acting as left (right) feedback:
Using these diagrams (along with and ) as building blocks, it is possible to define for each k ∈ N, diagrams
See e.g. [20, §5.1] for details. These arrows give rise to a (self-dual) compact closed structure [22] , that is, they satisfy
= =
As for identities and symmetries, we will often omit the label k on cups and caps for readability. The graphical language of compact closed props allows us to bend wires at will, treating them as unoriented edges between the connection points of individual components. It also allows the introduction of "right-to-left" versions of each generator in our diagrammatic syntax. We explicitly introduce these counterparts as syntactic sugar, since they will be used in subsequent sections.
The associated behaviour, in each case, is the opposite relation: for example,
D. Examples
We conclude this section by showcasing the expressivity of ACirc R . The first two examples are captured by the fragment Circ R , whereas the last two are genuinely affine (they make use of ), and anticipate the case studies of Section V and VI. a) Lowpass filter: Take R to be R(x). The idea is that elements of R(x) express Laplace-transformed signals in the frequency domain. In other words, multiplication by x corresponds to differentiation w.r.t. the time variable. The Circ R(x) -diagram on the left below denotes a low-pass filter: a filter that attenuates signals with frequencies higher than a certain cutoff (≤ 1 2πτ ) and lets through those that are lower. The semantics of the diagram, on the right below, allows us to retrieve the transfer function (the ratio of the left and right boundary signals) of the filter.
Less than or equal to: Again for R = N, consider the diagram of Circ N . One can check that
Observe that if, instead of N, we parametrise the theory over a semiring with additive inverses, such as R, then the same diagram collapses to the total relation
c) Mutual exclusion: For the diagram of Circ N from (4), first notice that N is by definition equal to
Then we can derive that m n , z ∈ N whenever z = m + n ≤ 1. We have, therefore N = 1 0 , 1 , 0 1 , 1 , 0 0 , 0 , that is, at most one of the upper and lower port on the left may synchronise with the port on the right. This diagram thus implements mutual exclusion. d) Ideal voltage source: The behaviour of electrical components is expressed as a voltage-current relationship between their terminals. As was done in [15] we will use one wire to denote voltage and another to denote the current, each modelled as a real number. With this interpretation, a simple voltage source with fixed voltage k is denoted by the same ACirc R diagram as in (5) and we can see that its denotation coincides with (3):
III. CATEGORIES OF AFFINE RELATIONS
In the remainder of the paper we focus on two instances of R, motivated by applications: the case when R is a field K, and the case when R is the semiring N of natural numbers.
Our overall goal is to equip ACirc K and ACirc N with sound and fully complete axiomatisations with respect to suitable classes of relations in the semantic domain. This is articulated in two steps. In this section, we identify these classes as K-affine relations and N-affine relations, showing that they form props AffRel K and AffRel N respectively. The next section will conclude the characterisation by introducing equational theories for ACirc K and ACirc N which are sound and fully complete with respect to AffRel K and AffRel N .
A. Affine relations over a field
Fix a field K. We recall the concept of linear relation.
By analogy, we define affine relations from affine subspaces. Definition 4. An affine subspace of K d is a subset V ⊆ K d that is either empty or for which there exists a vector a ∈ K d and a linear subspace
A K-affine relation of type k → l is an affine subspace of K k × K l , considered as a K-vector space.
Our next goal is to show that K-affine relations form a prop. To this aim, it is useful to give a construction that allows us to relate linear and affine relations systematically, using homogenisation, a well-known technique of affine and convex geometry. To nonempty every affine relation we associate a linear relation in a unique way, by embedding it into a space with an additional dimension. First, for a set X ⊆ K k × K l :
Definition 5. Let R : k → l be an affine relation given by (a, b)+L. Its homogenisation is the linear relationR : k+1 → l defined asR = 1 a , b + 0 L. Homogenisation satisfies a useful property:
We will now use homogenisation to prove affine relations close under relational composition. If R : k → l and S : l → p are affine relations, we cannot directly compose their homogenisations R : k + 1 → l and S : l + 1 → p as linear relations, as the types do not match.
We can, however, interpret the homogenisation construction as embedding affine relations into a subcategory of the co-Kleisli category of the (−)+1 comonad, with structural natural transformations µ : 1 + (−) → 2 + (−) and : 1 + (−) → id:
The comonad laws are a consequence of the comonoid law for and are easy to check. For U : k + 1 → l and V : l + 1 → p two linear relations, their coKleisli composition U ; V is:
We are now able to prove the following closure property. It is routine to check that K-affine relations are preserved by the monoidal product of Rel K (given in (9)). As a result, we can define the prop AffRel K of K-affine relations, as a sub-prop of Rel K .
B. Affine relations over the semiring N
When the semiring is N, the absence of additive and multiplicative inverses yields a different semantics, which requires slightly more work than the K-affine case. Our departure point is the notion of additive relation.
For our characterisation only finitely generated additive relations are relevant. Henceforward, when we say "additive relation", we mean f.g. additive relation. Differently from the linear case, closure under composition of additive relations is a nontrivial fact [13] . The following is another important difference between the linear and additive worlds. We now move to defining N-affine relations. Recall that the Minkowski sum of sets C, D ⊆ N d is C + D = {c + d | c ∈ C, d ∈ D}. If one of these is a singleton, e.g. C = {c}, we will abuse notation and write c + D. Note that ∅ + D = ∅. Note that every finite subset S of N k+l is also N-affine (by setting B = S and D = {(0, 0)}). Finally, ∅ is N-affine (e.g. by taking B = ∅) but not additive.
As for K-affine relations, we can define the homogenisation of an N-affine relation. For this we will also need the following notation, for X ⊆ N k × N l :
Definition 13. Let R : k → l be an N-affine relation with base points B and directions D. Its homogenisation is the additive relation R : k + 1 → l defined as R = 1 B ∪ 0 D .
As for K-affine relations, the homogenisation of N-affine relations satisfies the crucial property of equation (12) . We can now prove that N-affine relations form a category. f , g ∈ H and D = (d, e) | 0 d , e ∈ H . Once more, it is straightforward to check that N-affine relations are preserved by the monoidal product of Rel N (given in (9)). It follows that the prop AffRel N of N-affine relations is a sub-prop of Rel N .
IV. AXIOMATISING AFFINE RELATIONS
This section contains the main technical contribution of the paper, namely the introduction of equational theories for ACirc K and ACirc N that are sound and fully complete for their affine relation semantics. In each of the two cases, we first introduce the equational theory and its properties. Then we show that there is a prop isomorphism between the syntax modulo the equations, and affine relations. The full completeness result follows from the isomorphism.
A. Axiomatising K-affine relations
As in the previous section, we start with the (non-affine) linear case. It is proven in [3] , [7] that the quotient of Circ k by the equations of interacting Hopf algebras, which we call IH K , is isomorphic to LinRel K . Our characterisation will extend this isomorphism to affine systems. The challenge is to identify equations that govern the behaviour of the new generator . We claim that adding the following three equations is sufficient:
First, let us explain the new axioms. The first two say that can be deleted and copied by the comonoid structure, just like . This has the effect of constraining the interpretation of as a 0-ary functional relation, i.e. it is a constant. More interestingly, the third equation is justified by the possibility of expressing the empty set, by, for example,
As mentioned previously, ∅ is an affine relation that is not linear. Since for any R and S in Rel R , ∅ ⊕ R = ∅ ⊕ S = ∅, composing or taking the monoidal product of ∅ with any relation results in ∅. Thus ∅ is analogous to logical false.
Definition 15. The prop AIH K (affine interacting Hopf algebras) is the quotient of ACirc K by the equations of IH K plus (dup), (del) and (∅).
We are going to show that AIH K is isomorphic to AffRel K . First, the following lemma formalises the preceding discussion about equation (∅). We are now ready to prove our characterisation result. Because all the equations of AIH K are sound in LinRel K , we can define a prop morphism − K : AIH K → LinRel K inductively by the same clauses (Fig. 2) of · K . Theorem 17. · K : AIH K → LinRel K is a prop isomorphism. Proof. First, we show that · K is full. Diagrammatically, homogenisation means that K-affine relations can be thought of as K-linear relations with an extra dangling wire for the additional dimension. Because the restriction of − K to a functor IH K → LinRel K is well-defined and an isomorphism (thus, also full) [3, Theorem 6.4], we can always obtain a string diagram dR in IH K for the homogenisationR of an affine relation R. Then, we can use generator to plug this wire, obtaining a string diagram dR l k . Finally, equation (12) implies that dR l k K = R proving that − K is full. It remains to show that − K is faithful. We will use a normal form argument, which relies on the isomorphism of IH K and LinRel K [3, Theorem 6.4]. Let d : k → l be a diagram in AIH K . By naturality of the symmetry we may write d as follows:
for some diagram c, in the image of the embedding IH K → AIH K . In graphical terms, we have pulled all copies of up and down, past the rest of the diagram which represents some linear relation c. We may now simplify (17):
where c is the diagram enclosed in the dotted box. Finally, [3, Theorem 6.2] shows that any linear relation is the image of a matrix (this is its so-called span form). Thus, using the isomorphism LinRel K ∼ = IH K , we can find a diagram e : p → l + 1 + k representing some matrix M e (i.e., e K = {(a, M e a) | a ∈ K p }), such that the columns of M e generate c K . This translates to the following diagrammatic equation in which we distinguish matrices using a directed box notation: where is defined as in (10) . By equation (12) and the isomorphism IH K ∼ = LinRel K , the affine relation d K is uniquely characterised by this decomposition if it is nonempty. If it is empty however, it means that is plugged to a wire of e representing some row of M e which is uniformly zero. Indeed, if a 1 . . . a n is this row, d K is empty precisely when there is no x 1 , . . . , x n ∈ K such that a 1 x 1 + · · · + a n x n = 1. This happens only when a i = 0 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n or, in diagrammatic form, when: 
and for each R in AffRel K there is some e such that e K = R.
B. Axiomatising N-affine relations
The characterisation of N-affine relations requires a bit more work. Analogously to the field case, we take as starting point the equational theory characterising the prop AddRel of (nonaffine) additive relations. This theory is called the algebra of resources (see [13, Fig. 4] ). We write RC for the prop obtained by quotienting Circ N by its equations.
In order to extend the result to N-affine relations, we need suitable extra equations for . These will include (dup), (del), (∅) from Section IV-A and, because N misses multiplicative inverses, we require one additional equation: The new equality (cons) enforces the consistency of systems of non-negative integer equations. In symbolic form it guarantees that, if 2n + m = 1 then n = 0 and m = 1. Note that this is not true when interpreted over a field so that (cons) is not sound for AffRel K , for any K.
From this simple axiom, we can prove that p 1 n 1 + · · · + p k n k = 1 has a satisfying assignment if and only if not all the n i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ k are strictly greater than 1. This is a key fact about natural numbers, needed for the characterisation of Naffine relations. The following lemmas express it in graphical form. Their proofs are simple inductions.
Lemma 20. For all n > 1, n = Lemma 21. For n 1 , . . . , n k such that n i > 1 for all i ≤ k:
We now have all the ingredients to show that ARC is isomorphic to AffRel N . Because all the equations of AffRel N are sound for N-affine relations, we can define a prop morphism · N : ARC → AffRel N inductively by the same clauses (Fig. 2) of · K . Theorem 22. · N : ARC → AffRel N is a prop isomorphism. Proof. The proof of fullness follows the same steps as for Theorem 17, but uses the result, from [13] , that the restriction of − N to RC → AddRel is an isomorphism (hence, full). We move on to faithfulness. Again, the first steps of the proof are the same as for Theorem 17: given d in ARC, we can always use the naturality of the symmetry, the (dup) axiom and the normal form for additive relations [13, Section 3.4 ] to obtain e : p → l + 1 + k representing some matrix M e (i.e. 
As before, property (12) and the isomorphism of RC and AddRel ( [13] ), the N-affine relation d N is uniquely characterised by this decomposition if it is nonempty. The case in which it is empty is slightly more complicated than for Kaffine relations. This means that is plugged to a wire of e representing a row of M e which sums to a nonnegative integer different from one. Thus it is n 1 n 2 . . . n k with either all n i > 1 or all zero (n i = 0, for 1 ≤ i ≤ k). In the first case, there exists a diagram f representing a matrix, such that 
and therefore, by Lemma 21,
In the second case, e is disconnected from . We can deduce that d is of the following form, for some diagram f representing a matrix:
Note that Lemma 16 also holds for ARC (as all the equations required to prove it also hold) and therefore all diagrams of this form are equal, which concludes the proof.
Corollary 23 (Soundness and Full Completeness). For any two string diagrams c, d : k → l in ARC,
and for each A in AffRel N there is some e such that e N = A. V. CASE STUDY I: STATELESS CONNECTORS While additive relations, via the corresponding diagrammatic theory RC, can express basic forms of synchronisation and parallelism, there are many interesting non-additive phenomena in concurrency that remain out of reach. One notable example is that of mutual exclusion: when two or more processes are prevented from operating or accessing a shared resource at the same time [23] . The key insight of this section is that mutual exclusion is an affine phenomenon. Indeed, as we will see, by moving to ARC we will be able to model not only mutual exclusion, but also the more general inhibitory patterns of synchronisation captured by the calculus of stateless connectors [14] . More specifically, we will show that (i) all behaviour specified by stateless connectors can be expressed, via a compositional semantics-preserving translation, by components from ACirc 2 and that (ii) the equational theory of ARC is sound and complete with respect to this translation. Note that, here, 2 = {0, 1} denotes the Boolean semiring.
The syntax of stateless connectors is given below, assuming a sorting discipline analogous to that of Section II.
We use crossed wires to indicate that the intuition is different to ACirc 2 : the resources passing through the wires are not a natural number, but either 0 or 1 (dubbed, respectively, untick and tick in [14] ). Later, we will see that these crossed wires can be understood as diagrams of ACirc N . A term of (23) specifies a connector that coordinates software components attached to its ports: the signal 1 means that the component is synchronising, 0 that is not. We denote the prop of string diagrams of this syntax by SCCirc.
We focus on the standard denotational meaning [14] of (23) terms via tick tables, which are simply relations R ⊆ 2 k × 2 l for k, l ∈ N. We recall this in Definition 24 below: Rel 2 is an instance of Definition 2 and • is the unique element of 2 0 . Definition 24. The prop morphism − : SCCirc → Rel 2 is recursively defined as follows:
Similarly to their counterparts in Circ 2 , and (and their mirror images) act as copier and discarder, and as zero. On the other hand, the generator implements mutual exclusion: the synchronisation of the right port is only possible with exactly one of the two left ports. This semantic difference is reflected in the equational theory: e.g. the bimonoid axioms do not hold for stateless connectors.
= Nevertheless, the semantics of is a N-affine relation, corresponding to the interpretation of the diagram below, already encountered in Section II-D (c).
The subterm , which also featured in Section II-D and for which we will use the shorthand ≤ , is essential to our translation of SCCirc to ARC. Notice that the ARC diagram denoting mutual exclusion is the composition of with , defined as
The intuition is that restricts the bandwidth of the wire, so that it can carry at most one unit of resource. Each generator of SCCirc can now be encoded as the corresponding one of ARC composed with . A key property of is its idempotency.
Definition 26. The translation E(−) : SCCirc → ARC is defined recursively as follows.
Because the identity of SCCirc is mapped to and not to the identity in ARC, we do not have a prop morphism. In fact, for this reason, this encoding is not a functor. One can think of it as a functor up-to an idempotent 1 , representing the inclusion of the subset {0, 1} ⊆ N.
Theorem 27. Let ι 1 : AffRel N → Rel N be the obvious prop morphism embedding N-affine relations into Rel N and ι 2 : Rel 2 → Rel N be the mapping arising from the inclusion 2 ⊆ N, interpreting a relation over 2 as a relation over N. 2 For all c in SCCirc, the diagram below commutes.
As a consequence of Theorem 27 we obtain a sound and complete axiomatisation for equivalence of stateless connectors by means of the axioms of ARC. The section is structured as follows. We begin by making these open circuits formal as combinatorial structures. We then present open circuits as algebraic structures, and give 1 It is possible to make this notion precise using the idempotent completion (or Karoubi envelope) of ARC. For details, see [24] 2 Note that ι 2 is not a functor since it does not preserve identities. a compositional semantics in terms of K-affine relations. In Subsection VI-A, we use the axiomatisation of Section IV to give a sound and complete calculus for the analysis of open linear circuits. We end in Subsection VI-B by showing how to handle circuits with time-dependent currents and voltages, which also feature inductors ( k ) and capacitors ( k ).
We can make closed (i.e. those without open terminals) circuits precise as combinatorial structures by considering them as multigraphs with a mixture of directed and undirected edges. Directed edges are either voltage and current sources, while undirected edges are resistors. Finally, every edge is labelled by a non-negative real, denoting either voltage (in volts), current (in amperes) or resistance (in ohms). Formally, then, a closed circuit is {X, V, C , R , vs, vt : V → X, cs, ct : C → X, rc : R → P 2 (X), q :
where X, V, C, R are, correspondingly, finite sets of nodes, voltage sources, current sources and resistors, vs, vt, cs, ct, rc give the connectivity of the edges, and q the labels.
To consider open circuits, we consider a certain category of cospans. First, the category CCirc of closed circuits and their obvious choice of morphism has pushouts. Next, any finite ordinal can be considered as a discrete closed circuit, with the ordinal serving as its set of nodes. We therefore consider the full subcategory OCirc of the category of cospans Cospan(CCirc) with objects finite ordinals. Having ordinals as objects reflects the numbering the left and right open terminals, as we have done in the example diagram above. It is straightforward to verify that OCirc is a prop.
We now give a straightforward algebraic characterisation of OCirc. The prop ECirc has signature
where the parameter k ranges over the non-negative reals. The equations, apart from the last, are those of special Frobenius monoids [25] . The final equation reflects the fact that resistors are bidirectional. We state the following without proof, which is similar to [ Having established open circuits as both combinatorial (OCirc) and algebraic (ECirc) structures, we can now give a compositional semantics in terms of affine relations in Fig. 5 . For each generator we give its translation as AIH R -diagram and the associated R-affine relation in symbolic notation. A similar semantics was given by Baez and Coya [15] , [28] , building on the work of Baez, Erbele and Fong [7] , [29] , and Rosebrugh, Sabadini and Walters [26] . Components of an electrical circuit denote a relationship between current and voltage, traditionally modelled as real values. The semantics of an open circuit of type m → n is thus a relation from R 2m to R 2n , with the behaviour of the individual elements given by Kirchoff's laws. We use φ ∈ R to range over voltages and i ∈ R to range over currents.
Proposition 31. I (−) : ECirc → AffRel R is a symmetric strict monoidal functor.
Note that I (−) fails to be a morphism of props for the simple reason that it is not identity on objects: a single wire of an electrical circuit maps to two wires of AIH R , with these used to keep track of the voltage and the current. Indeed, on objects I (1) = 2.
A. AIH R as a Calculus of Electrical Circuits
Below we give a few examples of how AIH R can be used to derive well-known properties of circuits.
Lemma 32 (Properties of resistors). The following is a simple extension of the correspondence shown in Proposition 30.
Proposition 37. As props, OCirc s ∼ = ECirc s .
By moving from the reals R to the field of polynomial fractions R(x), or equivalently, rational functions in one variable, we can give a compositional semantics of circuits with time-dependent currents and voltages. The idea is to let multiplication by x express differentiation by the time variable, as usually done in engineering via Laplace transforms. We extend the mapping of Figure 5 as follows:
We can then show that also the extended semantics is functorial.
Proposition 38. I (−) : ECirc s → AffRel R(x) is a symmetric strict monoidal functor.
Proof. Follows from the proof of Proposition 31. It suffices to check that the undirectedness of k and k is respected, but the derivation given in the proof of Proposition 31 can easily be adapted in each case.
Exploiting the isomorphism AIH R(x) ∼ = AffRel R(x) , we can reason equationally also on this extended class of circuits. For instance, one can show that inductors behave analogously to resistors when put in series and in parallel-cf. Lemma 32. This is mostly evident when observing the structural similarity of their AIH R(x) -interpretation: 
